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Description

Title of Invention: INFORMATION SEARCH METHOD AND

DEVICE AND COMPUTER READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

THEREOF

Technical Field
[1] The present general inventive concept relates to an information search method and

device, and more particularly to, an information search method and device based on a

displayed image.

Background Art
[2] As a capacity of a memory installed in devices and a data storage amount using cloud

servers have been increased, information search methods for promptly and accurately

providing information desired by users have been proposed.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[3] However, conventional information search methods are generally performed based

on user queries, for example user queries where the user has to type in a plurality of

keywords, and perhaps also type in an indication of how the keywords should be used

or combined in the search. Thus, easier and more intuitive information search methods

are required.

Solution to Problem
[4] It is an aim of certain embodiments of the invention to solve, mitigate or obviate, at

least partly, at least one of the problems and/or disadvantages associated with the prior

art. Certain embodiments aim to provide at least one of the advantages described

below.

[5] Certain embodiments of the present invention provides an intuitive information

search method and device based on a displayed image and a computer readable

recording medium thereof.

[6] Certain embodiments of the present invention also provides an information search

method and device based on a search relationship between a plurality of objects

selected according to a displayed image and a computer readable recording medium

thereof.

[7] Certain embodiments of the present invention also provides a service providing

method and device based on a relationship between a plurality of objects selected

according to a displayed image and a computer readable recording medium thereof.

Advantageous Effects of Invention



[8] According to the above embodiments, it is possible to easier and more intuitive

search for information by using an image displayed on a screen of a device.

Brief Description of Drawings
[9] These and/or other features and utilities of certain aspects and embodiments of the

present invention will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the

following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunction with the ac

companying drawings of which:

[10] FIG. 1A is a block diagram illustrating a device according to an embodiment of the

present general inventive concept;

[11] FIG. IB illustrates an example of programs and/or command sets that are stored in a

storage unit of the device of FIG. 1A and classified according to modules;

[12] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an image based information search method

according to an embodiment of the present general inventive concept;

[13] FIG. 3 illustrates screen examples of inputting a first input in the image based in

formation search method according to an embodiment of the present general inventive

concept;

[14] FIG. 4 illustrates screen examples of inputting a second input in the image based in

formation search method according to an embodiment of the present general inventive

concept;

[15] FIG. 5 illustrates screen examples of inputting a second input in the image based in

formation search method according to another embodiment of the present general

inventive concept;

[16] FIG. 6 illustrates screen examples of images to correspond to the screen examples of

the second input of FIG. 5;

[17] FIGS. 7 through 9 illustrates screen examples of a first input, a second input, and

found information;

[18] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an image based information search method

according to an embodiment of the present general inventive concept;

[19] FIGS. 11 through 13 illustrates screen examples of displaying result information

obtained by recognizing a first input of FIG. 10;

[20] FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating an image based information search method

according to an embodiment of the present general inventive concept;

[21] FIG. 15 illustrates screen examples displayed according to the flowchart of FIG. 14;

[22] FIG. 16 illustrates screen examples of displaying a plurality of search items;

[23] FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating a device according to an embodiment of the

present general inventive concept;

[24] FIG. 18 is block diagram illustrating a network to connect the devices of FIGS. 1 and



17; and
[25] FIG. 19 is a flowchart illustrating a service providing method according to an em

bodiment of the present general inventive concept.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[26] Additional features and utilities of certain aspects and embodiments of the present

invention will be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in part, will be

obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice of the general inventive

concept.

[27] One aspect of the present invention provides an information search method based on

an image displayed on a device, the method including recognizing a first input in

dicating a selection related to (for example a selection of) a plurality of objects

included in the image, recognizing a second input indicating a search relationship

between the selected plurality of objects, and searching for information based on the

first input and the second input; and outputting found information through the device.

[28] For example, in certain embodiments, the method further comprises selecting a re

spective search term (comprising one or more words) for each of the selected objects,

and the search is based on the selected search terms. The selection of each respective

search term may be fully automated in certain embodiments, but in other embodiments

the user may be involved, for example by being provided with a suggestion of a

plurality of suggested search terms corresponding to a selected object, from which the

user may select a term to be used in the search, for example by providing an additional

touch input. The second input may be used to specify a relationship between the

selected search terms, for example specifying whether the search terms are to be

combined in a logical AND, or logical OR manner.

[29] The search relationship between the selected plurality of objects may include one of a

same layer relationship indicating that a relationship between the plurality of objects

have a same level when searching for the information (in other words, the plurality of

objects may have, be given, or be allocated, the same (i.e. equal) priority, weight, im

portance, or rank in the search) and a different (e.g. high-low) layer relationship in

dicating that the relationship between the plurality of objects have different priority,

weight, importance, or rank (e.g. high-low level) when searching for the information.

[30] In a case that the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is the

same layer relationship, the second input may include one of a touch based gesture in

dicating gathering the selected plurality of objects and a touch based gesture indicating

moving the selected plurality of objects to at least one location other than display

locations of the selected plurality of objects.

[31] In certain embodiments, a plurality of separate touches on a touch screen may be



used to select a plurality of objects on which the search is to be based. The touches

may, for example, be made simultaneously or substantially at the same time, for

example using a plurality of fingers of a single hand, or of two hands. The plurality of

objects selected in this way may have equal priority, weight etc. in the search. In

certain embodiments, a gesture comprising or indicative of dragging the selected

objects together (e.g. dragging the respective touch points together) may be used as a

second input to indicate that the search should be performed for an item including

elements corresponding to all of the selected objects (in other words, the drag together

gesture may be used intuitively to indicate an "AND" relationship between the search

terms corresponding to the selected objects). Alternatively, a gesture comprising or in

dicative of moving each of the selected objects from its respective initial touched

position to another respective position, but without dragging the items together, may be

used to specify that the search should be performed so as look for results containing an

element corresponding to at least one of the selected objects. In other words, such an

input may be used as a second input to indicate a logic "OR" relationship between the

selected items, or in other words between the search terms generated corresponding to

the selected items.

[32] In a case that the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is a

different (e,g. high-low) layer relationship, the second input may include one of a

touch based gesture indicating moving the remainder of selected object excluding one

object among the selected plurality of objects to a display location of the excluded one

object and a touch based gesture indicating moving at least one of the selected plurality

of objects to a display location of one of the selected plurality of objects.

[33] In certain embodiments, a first gesture comprising a simultaneous touch of two

objects (a first object and a second object) may be used to select those two objects as

basis for the search. Then, a second gesture comprising dragging, or apparent dragging,

of the second object towards the first object (for example so close that the objects

overlap, or appear to overlap) may be used to specify that the first object is to be given

a higher ranking, weight, or priority in the search than the second object. In other

words, such a gesture may be used to instruct the search to look first for items

containing an element corresponding to the first object (or to a first search term

selected for the first object), and then look for those items which additionally include

an element corresponding to the second object (or its corresponding second search

term).

[34] The touch based gesture may include, or may comprise, a touch and drag.

[35] In a case where the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is the

same layer relationship, the searching for the information may include searching for in

formation including all of the selected plurality of objects. In a case where the search



relationship between the selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer relationship,

the searching for the information may include searching for information according to

the high-low layer relationship between the selected plurality of objects.

[36] In a case where the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is the

same layer relationship, the searching for the information may include searching for in

formation regarding at least one of the selected plurality of objects. In a case where the

search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer rela

tionship, the searching for the information may include searching for information

according to high-low layer relationship between the selected plurality of objects.

[37] In a case where the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is the

same layer relationship, the searching for the information may include displaying in

formation used to select one of an information search item including at least one of the

selected plurality of objects and an information search item including all of the

selected plurality of objects, and searching for the information according to the in

formation search item selected based on the displayed information. In a case where the

search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer rela

tionship, the searching for the information may include searching for the information

according to high-low layer relationship between the selected plurality of objects.

[38] In certain embodiment, the method may further comprise providing the user with

means to select either an AND relationship or an OR relationship between the selected

plurality of objects (or their corresponding search terms).

[39] The first input may include, or comprise, one of a touch based gesture indicating a

long touch on the selected plurality of objects or each object and a touch based gesture

indicating a closed region on the selected plurality of objects or the each object. In

other words, an object may be selected by touching it, or making a gesture generally

surrounding (at least partly surrounding) the object (e.g. encircling it, or moving a

touch position generally around it, such as in a circle, or in a polygonal shape to ap

parently form a box or draw a perimeter around the object).

[40] The searching for the information may include: displaying at least one search item

determined according to the first input and the second input; and searching for the in

formation based on a search item selected from the displayed at least one search item.

[41] The method may further include displaying information indicating recognition

related to the first input by the device.

[42] The information indicating the recognition related to the first input by the device may

include one of information indicating closed regions based on outlines of the selected

plurality of objects or each object, information based on a cut-out image based on the

outlines of the selected plurality of objects or the each object, and a multi screen based

on the cut-out image.



[43] The method may further include displaying information indicating recognition

related to the second input by the device.

[44] The searching for the information may be performed with respect to at least one of

the device and at least one external device connected to the device.

[45] The found information may include at least one of image based information and text

based information.

[46] Another aspect of the invention provides a device adapted to implement a method in

accordance with any of the above-described or below-described aspects or em

bodiments.

[47] Another aspect of the invention provides a device including a storage unit to store at

least one piece of information and at least one program, a touch screen to display an

image, to receive a first input indicating a selection related to (e,g. a selection of) a

plurality of objects included in the image, to receive a second input indicating a search

relationship between the selected plurality of objects, and to display information

searched for based on the first input and the second input, and a processor to provide a

user interface based on the touch screen, to recognize the first input and the second

input received through the touch screen, to search for information from the storage unit

according to the first input and the second input, and to output found information on

the touch screen. Certain embodiments of this aspect may be adapted to implement any

of the methods embodying the invention and described in this specification.

[48] Thus, in certain embodiments the search relationship between the selected plurality

of objects comprises one of a same layer relationship indicating the plurality of objects

have a same level when searching for the information and a high-low layer relationship

indicating the plurality of objects have a high-low level when searching for the in

formation.

[49] In certain embodiments, when the search relationship between the selected plurality

of objects is the same layer relationship, the second input comprises one of a touch

based gesture indicating gathering the selected plurality of objects and a touch based

gesture indicating moving the selected plurality of objects to at least one location other

than display locations of the selected plurality of objects.

[50] In certain embodiments, when the search relationship between the selected plurality

of objects is the high-low layer relationship, the second input comprises one of a touch

based gesture for moving the remainder of selected objects excluding one object

among the selected plurality of objects to a display location of the excluded one object

and a touch based gesture for moving at least one of the selected plurality of objects to

a display location of one of the selected plurality of objects.

[51] In certain embodiments, the touch based gesture comprises a touch and drag.

[52] In certain embodiments, when the search relationship between the selected plurality



of objects is the same layer relationship, the processor searches for information

including all of the selected plurality of objects; and when the search relationship

between the selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer relationship, the

processor searches for information according to the high-low layer relationship

between the selected plurality of objects.

[53] In certain embodiments, when the search relationship between the selected plurality

of objects is the same layer relationship, the processor searches for information

including at least one of the selected plurality of objects; and when the search rela

tionship between the selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer relationship, the

processor searches for information according to the high-low layer relationship

between the selected plurality of objects.

[54] In certain embodiments, when the search relationship between the selected plurality

of objects is the same layer relationship, the processor displays information used to

select an information search item comprising at least one of the selected plurality of

objects and an information search item comprising all of the selected plurality of

objects, searches for the information according to the information search item selected

based on the displayed information, and, when the search relationship between the

selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer relationship, the processor searches

for the information according to the high-low layer relationship between the selected

plurality of objects.

[55] In certain embodiments, the first input comprises at least one of a touch based gesture

indicating a long touch on the selected plurality of objects or each object and a touch

based gesture indicating a closed region on the selected plurality of objects or the each

object.

[56] In certain embodiments, the processor displays at least one search item determined

according to the first input and the second input on the touch screen, and searches for

the information based on a search item selected from the displayed at least one search

item through the touch screen.

[57] In certain embodiments, the processor displays information indicating recognition

related to the first input by the device.

[58] In certain embodiments, the information indicating recognition related to the first

input comprises one of information indicating closed regions based on outlines of the

selected plurality of objects or each object, information based on a cut image based on

the outlines of the selected plurality of objects or the each object, and a multi-screen

based on the cut image.

[59] In certain embodiments, the processor displays information indicating recognition

related to the second input on the device on the touch screen.

[60] In certain embodiments, the processor searches for the information with respect to at



least one of the storage unit and at least one external device connected to the device.

[61] In certain embodiments, the found information comprises at least one of image based

information and text based information.

[62] Another aspect of the invention provides a device including a touch screen to display

an image and to receive a user input based on the displayed image, a processor to

provide a user interface based on the touch screen, and a storage unit to store at least

one program configured to be executed by the processor and information that may be

searchable based on the image, wherein the program includes commands to recognize

a first input indicating a selection related to (e.g. a selection of) a plurality of objects

included in the image, to recognize a second input indicating a search relationship

between the selected plurality of objects, to search for information searched for based

on the first input and the second input, and to output found information on the touch

screen. Certain embodiments of this aspect may be adapted to implement any of the

methods embodying the invention and described in this specification.

[63] Another aspect of the invention provides a service providing method based on a

displayed image, the method including recognizing a first input indicating a selection

related to (e.g. a selection of) a plurality of objects included in the image, recognizing a

second input indicating a relationship between the selected plurality of objects, and

displaying at least one service item provided based on the first input and the second

input, and executing a service according to a service item selected based on the

displayed at least one service item.

[64] In certain embodiments, the relationship between the selected plurality of objects

comprises one of a same layer relationship indicating the plurality of objects have a

same level and a high-low layer relationship indicating the plurality of objects have a

high-low level.

[65] In certain embodiments, the displaying of the at least one service item comprises:

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is the same layer

relationship, the displayed at least one service item comprises service items provided

to each of the selected plurality of objects; and when the search relationship between

the selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer relationship, the displayed at least

one service item comprises service items provided according to the high-low layer re

lationship between the selected plurality of objects.

[66] In certain embodiments, the first input comprises at least one of a touch based gesture

indicating a long touch on the selected plurality of objects or each object and a touch

based gesture indicating a closed region on the selected plurality of objects or the each

object.

[67] Another aspect of the invention provides a computer readable recording medium

storing one or more programs including a command language to execute an in-



formation search method based on an image displayed on a device, wherein the in

formation search method based on an image displayed on a device is performed in the

same manner as the above-described information search method based on an image

displayed on a device.

[68] Another aspect of the invention provides a computer readable recording medium

storing one or more programs including a command language for executing an service

providing method based on a displayed image, wherein the service providing method

based on a displayed image is performed in the same manner as the above-described

service providing method based on a displayed image.

[69] Another aspect of the invention provides a device to perform an information search

method, the device including a display panel to display an image including one or

more objects on a screen thereof, and a processor configured to control the display

panel to receive selection of the objects from the image of the display panel as a first

input, to receive a movement of at least one position of the selected objects with

respect to the other one of the selected objects as a second input, and to display one or

more images searched according to the first input and the second input.

[70] The display panel may differently display the selected objects and non-selected

objects according to existence of a user input thereon.

[71] The display panel may display the at least one position of the selected objects at a

different position.

[72] The screen of the display panel may include a first screen to display the image

including the objects, a second screen to display the selection of the objects, a third

screen to display an indication of the movement, and a fourth screen to display the one

or more searched images.

[73] The display panel may display the second screen and the third screen according to a

user interaction with the display panel. The display panel may display the first screen

and the fourth screen according to operations of the processor without the user in

teraction with the display panel.

[74] The second screen may include the first screen.

[75] The second screen may be different from the first screen.

[76] The third screen may include the first screen and the second screen.

[77] The third screen may be different from the first screen and the second screen.

[78] Another aspect of the invention provides an information search method based on a

displayed image, the method including displaying an image including one or more

objects on a screen of a display panel, receiving selection of the objects from the image

of the display panel as a first input, receiving a movement of at least one position of

the selected objects with respect to the other one of the selected objects as a second

input, and displaying one or more images searched according to the first input and the



second input.

Mode for the Invention
[79] As the present invention allows for various changes and numerous embodiments,

particular embodiments will be illustrated in the drawings and described in detail in the

written description. However, this is not intended to limit the present general inventive

concept to particular modes of practice, and it will be appreciated that all changes,

equivalents, and substitutes that do not depart from the spirit and technical scope of the

present general inventive concept are encompassed in the present general inventive

concept. In the description of the present general inventive concept, certain detailed ex

planations of the related art are omitted when it is deemed that they may unnecessarily

obscure the essence of the general inventive concept.

[80] Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments of the present general

inventive concept, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings,

wherein like reference numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The em

bodiments are described below in order to explain the present general inventive

concept while referring to the figures.

[81] Terms such as "first" and "second" are used herein merely to describe a variety of

constituent elements, but the constituent elements are not limited by the terms. The

terms are used only for the purpose of distinguishing one constituent element from

another constituent element.

[82] Most of the terms used herein are general terms that are widely used in the technical

art to which the present general inventive concept pertains. However, some of the

terms used herein may be created to reflect intentions of technicians in this art,

precedents, or new technologies. Also, some of the terms used herein may be ar

bitrarily chosen by the present applicant. In this case, these terms are defined in detail

below. Accordingly, the specific terms used herein should be understood based on the

unique meanings thereof and the whole context of the present general inventive

concept.

[83] As used herein, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended to include the

plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further

understood that the terms "comprises" or "comprising," when used in this specification,

specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations, elements,

components, and/or groups thereof, but do not preclude the presence or addition of one

or more other features, integers, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or

groups thereof.

[84] Throughout this specification, the term 'input' may be used to refer to a user input

that is a touch based input. The touch based input may include a user request, a user



selection (for example, a selection of a plurality of objects on an image) or a user

command (for example, a command for setting a search relationship between a

plurality of selected objects), but is not limited thereto. The touch based input may

depend on a touch based user gesture. The touch based user gesture may include, for

example, a tap (or a touch), a long tap (or a long touch), a touch and hold, a touch and

drag, a double tap, a drag, panning, a flick, a drag and drop, a sweep, and the like, but

is not limited thereto.

[85] The input is not limited to the above-described touch based user gestures. For

example, the input may be defined as a motion based input or a vision based input.

[86] The motion based input may be based on a device motion based user gesture (for

example, a device shaking, a device knocking, etc.) performed by a user. For example,

a search relationship between selected objects that will be described in the em

bodiments later may be set as a high-low layer relationship or a same layer relationship

according to a device shaking pattern or direction. The device shaking pattern or

direction used to set a search relationship between selected objects as the high-low

layer relationship or the same layer relationship may be set in advance. For example, in

a case where the device is shaken up and down, the motion based input is defined in

advance in such a way that the search relationship between selected objects may be set

as the high-low layer relationship. The high-low layer relationship between objects

may be referred to as a parent-child layer relationship between objects.

[87] The vision based input may be based on a user gesture recognized through analysis

of an input image obtained by using a camera without contacting the device. For

example, the search relationship between selected objects that will be described in the

embodiments later may be set as an independent relationship or a dependent rela

tionship through the analysis of the input image obtained by using the camera, the user

input including a user space gesture (for example, a space gesture with fingers

together) such as the touch based user gesture. The user space gesture used to set the

search relationship between selected objects as an independent relationship or a

dependent relationship may be set in advance.

[88] The present general inventive concept will now be described more fully with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which exemplary embodiments of the

general inventive concept are illustrated.

[89] As used herein, the term "and/or" includes any and all combinations of one or more

of the associated listed items. Expressions such as "at least one of," when preceding a

list of elements, modify the entire list of elements and do not modify the individual

elements of the list.

[90] FIG. 1A is a block diagram illustrating a device 100 according to an embodiment of

the present general inventive concept. Examples of the device 100 of FIG. 1A may



include a smart phone, a smart TV, a personal computer (PC), a desk top, a smart

board, a tablet PC, a mobile device, a handheld device or a handheld computer, a

media player, an e-book terminal, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a digital camera

capable of inputting a touch based user input, a digital consumer electronics (CE)

device, (for example, an apparatus having a function of displaying an image and

inputting a touch based user gesture), etc., but is not limited thereto.

[91] The device 100 includes an information input unit 101, a sensing unit 102, a touch

screen 103, a camera 104, an audio input unit 105, an audio output unit 106, a storage

unit 107, a wireless communication unit 108, a wired communication unit 109, a

processor 110, and a power unit 111. However, a construction of the device 100 is not

limited to that illustrated in FIG. 1A. That is, the device 100 may include more or less

elements than the elements of FIG. 1 according to a design or user preference.

[92] The information input unit 101 may receive input data to control an operation of the

device 100 and information usable to request an execution of an image based in

formation search method according to an embodiment of the present general inventive

concept, but is not limited thereto. The information input unit 101 may include a key

pad, a dome switch, a jog wheel, a jog switch, a hardware button, a hot key, a touch

pane, etc., but is not limited thereto.

[93] The sensing unit 102 may sense a current status of the device 100 such as a location

of the device 100, whether there is a user contact with the device 100, a movement of

the device 100, an orientation of the device 100, an acceleration or deceleration of the

device 100, etc., and generate a sensing signal to control the operation of the device

100. The sensing unit 102 may include a proximity sensor and a motion sensor. The

sensing unit 102 may generate a signal that recognizes a sensor based user gesture.

[94] The proximity sensor is a sensor to detect whether an object approaches a previously

set defection surface or whether the object is present nearby by using a force of an

electromagnetic field or an infrared ray without an actual physical touch. Examples of

the proximity sensor include a transparent photoelectric sensor, a direct reflective pho

toelectric sensor, a mirror reflective photoelectric sensor, a high frequency oscillation

photoelectric sensor, a capacitive photoelectric sensor, a magnetic photoelectric sensor,

an infrared photoelectric sensor, etc.

[95] The touch screen 103 may be configured as a resistive (decompression) touch screen

or a capacitive touch screen, but is not limited thereto. The touch screen 103 may

include a user request, a user selection, or a user command that depends on the above-

described user touch based gesture. The user touch based gesture may be defined as

various combinations of a touch frequency, a touch pattern, a touch area, and a touch

intensity, but is not limited thereto. The touch screen 103 may include various sensors

to sense a touch or proximity touch of the touch screen 103. Sensors included in the



touch sensor 103 may generate signals that sense the above-described touch based user

gestures or patterns. A proximity sensor usable with the touch screen 103 may be the

same as the proximity sensor included in the sensing unit 102.

[96] An example of the sensor to sense the touch of the touch screen 103 may include a

tactile sensor. The tactile sensor may sense various types of information such as

roughness of a touch surface, hardness of a touch object, a temperature at a touch

point, etc. The proximity sensor is a sensor to detect whether an object approaches a

previously set defective surface or whether the object is present nearby by using a

force of an electromagnetic field or an infrared ray without an actual physical touch.

Examples of the proximity sensor include a transparent photoelectric sensor, a direct

reflective photoelectric sensor, a mirror reflective photoelectric sensor, a high

frequency oscillation photoelectric sensor, a capacitive photoelectric sensor, a

magnetic photoelectric sensor, an infrared photoelectric sensor, etc.

[97] The touch of the touch screen 103 may be a touch of a touch panel by a pointer. A

proximity touch of the touch screen 103 may be a movement of the pointer, that is, not

actually touching the touch panel but approaching the touch panel to within a prede

termined distance. The pointer is a tool usable to touch or proximity touch a specific

portion of the touch screen 103. Examples of the pointer may include a stylus pen, a

user's finger, etc., but is not limited thereto.

[98] The touch screen 103 displays information processed by the device 100. For

example, the touch screen 103 may display user gestures or touch patterns sensed

through the sensors included in the touch screen 103, control data or user input in

formation input through the information input unit 101 or a screen responding to a

signal sensed through the sensing unit 102.

[99] The camera 104 processes an image frame, such as a still image or a moving image,

obtained by an image sensor (or a photo sensor) in an image call mode or a pho

tographing mode. The processed image frame may be displayed on the touch screen

103. Accordingly, the image based information search method according to an em

bodiment of the present general inventive concept may be performed based on the

image frame included in the still image or the moving image obtained by the camera

104.

[100] The image frame processed by the camera 104 may be stored in the storage unit 107

or transmitted to an outside thereof through the wireless communication unit 108 or the

wired communication unit 109. The image frame of the camera 104 may be an image

useable in the processor 110 to perform the image-based information search method.

The number of cameras 104 may be two or more according to the construction of the

device 100. The camera 104 may be used as an input apparatus to recognize a user

space gesture.



[101] The audio input unit 105 may receive an input of an external acoustic signal in a call

mode, a recording mode, or a voice recognition mode, convert the acoustic signal to

electrical voice data, and transmit the electrical voice data to the processor 110. The

audio input unit 105 may be configured as, for example, a microphone. The audio

input unit 105 may be configured to include diverse noise removal algorithms to

remove noise generated during a process to receive the input of the external acoustic

signal.

[102] The acoustic signal input by using the audio input unit 105 may include user input in

formation usable to request the execution of the image based information search

method according to an embodiment of the present general inventive concept. In a case

where the acoustic signal is natural language user input information, the acoustic signal

may be referred to as a voice recognition based user input. The external acoustic signal

input through the audio input unit 105 may be stored in the storage unit 107 through

the processor 110 or transmitted to an outside thereof through the processor 110 and

the wireless communication unit 108 or through the processor 110 and the wired com

munication unit 109.

[103] The audio output unit 106 outputs the acoustic signal or an audio signal that is

received from an outside thereof or read from the storage unit 107 in the call mode or

an audio reproduction mode. The audio output unit 106 may be configured as a

speaker. If the audio signal is included in reproduced contents, the audio output unit

106 outputs the audio signal included in the reproduced contents. The audio input unit

105 and the audio output unit 106 may be integrally formed within a single unit, for

example, a head set.

[104] The storage unit 107 may include at least one program and/or a command set and

resource that are configured to be executed in the processor 110 that will be described

later. The at least one program includes at least one program to execute the image

based information search method according to an embodiment of the present general

inventive concept, an operating system program of the device 100, an application

program related to diverse functions (or services) performed by the device 100, and a

program to drive hardware components included in the device 100, but is not limited

thereto.

[105] A resource may include information that is searchable based on a first input and a

second input. The searchable information may include at least one of image based in

formation and text based information. For example, the searchable information may

include one or more images or texts including all of one or more of selected objects,

images or texts including at least one of the plurality of selected objects, and text in

formation regarding a search item that is selectable according to the second input, but

is not limited thereto.



[106] The text information regarding the search item that is selectable is determined

according to the first input and the second input. An example of the text information

regarding the search item determined according to the first input and the second input

will be described in more detail with reference to screen examples that will be

described later.

[107] The resource may also include user information of the device 100, information

necessary to operate the application program set in the device 100, and information

necessary to execute the program to drive the above-described hardware components,

but is not limited thereto.

[108] The storage unit 107 may include at least one storage medium of a flash memory, a

hard disk type memory, a multimedia card micro type memory, a card type memory

(for example, SD memory, XD memory, or the like), a random access memory (RAM),

a static RAM (SRAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an electrically erasable pro

grammable read-only memory (EEPROM), a programmable ROM (PROM), a

magnetic memory, and an optical disk. However, the present general inventive concept

is not limited thereto. The storage unit 107 may include a storage unit, for example, a

volatile memory unit or a non-volatile memory unit.

[109] The at least one program and/or the command set that are stored in the storage unit

107 may be classified as a plurality of modules according to corresponding functions.

[110] FIG. IB illustrates an example of programs and/or command sets that are stored in

the storage unit 107 and classified according to modules. Referring to FIG. IB, the

storage unit 107 may include an operating system 107-1, a wireless communication

module 107-2, a wired communication module 107-3, a graphic module 107-4, a

global positioning system (GPS) module 107-5, a user interface (UI) module 107-6, a

sensing module 107-7, a contact and motion module 107-8, a power module 107-9,

and an application module 107-10, but is not limited thereto.

[Ill] The application module 107-10 includes an image reproduction module 107-1 1, an

information search module 107-12, and a camera module 107-13, but is not limited

thereto. For example, the application module 107-10 may include diverse modules

such as an email module, a social networking service (SNS) module, a video

conference module, an image management module, a browsing module, a calendar

module, a widget module, a search module, a Word document preparation module, etc.

[ 112] The operating system 107-1 controls and manages a general function of the device

100 and includes a software component to enable communication between hardware

and software components included in the device 100.

[113] The wireless communication module 107-2 may include a software component to

enable communication with at least one external device (not illustrated) through the

wireless communication unit 108 and to process data received from and transmitted to



the at least one external device through the wireless communication unit 108. The at

least one external device may include at least one of a cloud server and a device close

or wired- or wireless-connectable to the device 100.

[114] The wireless communication module 107-2 according to an embodiment of the

present general inventive concept may request an information search from the external

device when searching for information and receive found information from the

external device.

[115] The wired communication module 107-3 includes a software component to enable

communication between the external device (not illustrated) and the wired commu

nication unit 109 configured as an element such as a universal serial bus (USB) and

processing of data received from and transmitted to the at least one external device

through the wireless communication unit 108.

[116] The graphic module 107-4 includes a software component for brightness adjustment

and rendering of graphic displayed on the touch screen 103 and a software component

to provide a virtual keyboard (or a soft keyboard) to input text in the application

module 107-10.

[117] The GPS module 107-5 includes a software component to determine a location of the

device 100 and to provide the determined location to an application that provides a

location based service. The UI module 107-6 includes a software component to

provide a UI necessary for an application that provides a touch screen 103 based UI in

formation.

[118] The sensing module 107-7includes a software component to determine sensing in

formation of the sensing unit 102 as sensing unit- based sensing information and to

provide a determined sensing information based service to the application module

107-10. The contact and motion module 107-8 includes a software component to detect

a touch contact of the touch screen 103 as a touch screen- based touch contact, to track

a contact based motion, and to provide the tracked motion to the application module

107-10 requiring the tracked motion.

[119] The power module 107-9 includes a software component to link with the operating

system 107-1, to control a power supply to hardware components included in the

device 100, and to control a sleep mode with respect to power supplied to the touch

screen 103.

[120] Functions of the modules included in the application module 107-10 may be in

tuitively inferred by a user from their titles, and thus only the application module

107-10 related to an embodiment of the present general inventive concept will now be

described.

[121] For example, when the image reproduction module 107-1 1 is executed to display an

image (or a single image) on the touch screen 103, the information search module



107-12 is executed to perform a displayed image based information search service.

After the displayed image based information search service is performed, if the above-

described first and second outputs are recognized according to the information sensed

by the contact and motion module 107-8 and/or the sensing module 107-7, information

is searched from at least one of the at least one external device (not illustrated)

connected through the storage unit 107, the wireless communication unit 108, and the

wired communication unit 109 based on the recognized first and second inputs.

[122] If the information that is searched is found, the information search module 107-12

outputs the found information to the touch screen 103. The UI module 107-6 may

display the found information on the touch screen 103, and, when the first and second

inputs are recognized, output recognized result information on the touch screen 103.

[123] The term of "search" processed based on the first and second inputs may be referred

to as an interaction between a user and the device 100. That is, recognizing of the first

input may be defined as an interaction between the user and the device 100 with

respect to a selection of a plurality of objects, recognizing of the second input may be

defined as an interaction between the user and the device 100 with respect to a search

relationship between a plurality of objects, and displaying of the found information on

the touch screen 103 may be referred to as a search interaction. For example, the

device 100 can receive a user input from the touch screen 103 and recognize the

received user input as the first input, and then, the device 100 can receive another user

input from the touch screen 103 when the first input is recognized and recognize the

received another user input as the second input.

[124] It is possible that the storage unit 107 of FIG. 1A does not store the modules included

in the application module 107-10 from among the programs and/or command sets of

FIG. IB. Instead, the storage unit 107 may store only location information such as a

uniform resource locator (URL) of the application module 107-10 or display in

formation that may indicate the application module 107-10. In a case where the storage

unit 107 does not store the modules included in the application module 107-10, the

processor 110 may access an external device through the wireless communication unit

108 or the wired communication unit 109 and use a program and/or command set that

correspond to the application module 107-10 and is/are stored in the external device.

[125] In a case where the storage unit 107 stores only the location information of the ap

plication module 107-10 or the display information that may indicate the application

module 107-10, the processor 110 may search for information stored in the external

device through the wireless communication unit 108 or the wired communication unit

109 by using the location information of an application corresponding to a user

selection signal or the display information displayed on the touch screen 103 to

indicate the application module 107-10.



[126] The wireless communication unit 108 may transmit and receive data to and from the

external device over a wireless network such as wireless Internet, wireless Intranet, a

wireless phone network, a wireless local area network (LAN), a Wi-Fi network, a Wi-

Fi direct (WFD) network, a 3G network, a 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) network, a

Bluetooth network, an infrared data association (IrDA) network, a radio frequency

identification (RFID) network, a ultra wideband (UWB) network, and a Zigbee

network.

[127] The wireless communication unit 108 may include at least one of a broadcasting

reception module, a mobile communication module, a wireless Internet module, a

wired Internet module, a short distance communication module, and a location in

formation module but is not limited thereto.

[128] The wired communication unit 109 may transmit and receive data to and from the

external device over a wired network such as wired Internet. The wired communication

unit 109 may transmit and receive data with the external device by using a plug and

play interface such as a UBS port (not illustrated). The wired communication unit 109

may not be an element of the device 100.

[129] The power unit 111 supplies power to the hardware components included in the

device 100. The power unit 111 includes at least one power source such as a battery

and an alternating current (AC) power source. The device 100 may not include the

power unit 111 and may include a connection unit (not illustrated) that is connectable

to an external power supply unit (not illustrated).

[130] The processor 110 may be referred to as one or more processors that control a

general operation of the device 100. The processor 110 may generally control the in

formation input unit 101, the sensing unit 012, the touch screen 103, the camera 104,

the audio input unit 105, the audio output unit 106, the storage unit 107, the wireless

communication unit 108, the wired communication unit 109, and the power unit 111

through the operating system 107-1 and the modules 107-2 through 107-13 that are

stored in the storage unit 107. Thus, the processor 110 may be referred to as a

controller, a microprocessor, a digital signal processor, etc.

[131] The processor 110 may provide a user interface by using the operating system 107-1,

the UI module 107-6, the information input unit 101, the sensing unit 012, the touch

screen 103, the camera 104, and the audio input unit 105.

[132] The processor 110 may execute at least one program related to the image based in

formation search method according to an embodiment of the present general inventive

concept and perform methods as illustrated in flowcharts of FIGS. 2, 10, and 14, which

will be described later. The processor 110 may execute the program by reading the

program from the storage unit 107 or downloading the program from an external

device connected through the wireless communication unit 108 or the wired commu-



nication unit 109. In this regard, the external device may be referred to as an ap

plication providing server or an application market server. The external device may

include a cloud server or a communicable device close to the device 100. The external

device may be another device similar to or same as the device 100. The processor 110

may be understood to include an interface function unit interfacing between various

hardware components included in the device 100 and the processor 110 thereof.

[133] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an image based information search method

according to an embodiment of the present general inventive concept. The image based

information search method of FIG. 2 may be performed by the processor 110 of FIG.

1A.

[134] Referring to FIG. 2, the processor 110 recognizes a first input indicating a selection

related to a plurality of objects included in an image displayed on the touch screen 103

at operation S201.

[135] FIG. 3 illustrates screen examples to input a first input in the image based in

formation search method according to an embodiment of the present general inventive

concept. Referring to FIG. 3, a screen 310 is an example whereby the first input is

input by touching a plurality of objects 310al and 310a2 included in an image 310a

displayed on the touch screen 103. Here, touching may be referred to as long touching

during a longer period of time than a reference period of time. Accordingly, the

processor 110 recognizes a selection of objects 310al and 310a2 corresponding to

touch points on the image 310a displayed on the screen 310. Touch points may be

referred to as longer touch points than reference touch points. A touch based user

gesture indicating the selection of the plurality of objects is not limited to the above-

described long touch, and the selection of the plurality of objects 310al and 310a2 may

not be made concurrently. It is also possible that objects can be simultaneously

selected. It is also possible that objects can be selected independently. When the

selection is made independently, a second selection of a second object may be made

within a reference period of time from a first selection of a first object. It is also

possible that objects can be selected from different images displayed on the corre

sponding screen. The processor 110 can recognize the selection of the objects as the

first input. On screen 310 a first touch can be used to select person A for the

subsequent search, and a second touch can be used to select person B. The touches can

be made substantially at the same time using two fingers of the same hand. The touch

to select each person is a touch on a portion of the screen displaying that person's face

in this example. Thus, the user input (touches on two "objects" is interpreted by the

device as an instruction to perform a search for other items including an element corre

sponding to person A and/or person B. A further input may be provided by the user to

specify whether the search is for items corresponding to both person A and person B



(i.e. for A and B), or corresponding to at least one of A and B (i.e. A or B). The search

may, in certain embodiments, be for items in the form of images only, but in a l

ternative embodiments the search may be for any type of object, data item etc. a s

sociated with or corresponding to A or B. It will be appreciated that the device may

utilize image processing software, e.g. facial recognition software, to identify the

people selected for the search, and so generate corresponding search terms.

[136] Referring to FIG. 3, a screen 320 is an example whereby the first input is input by a

user gesture to set a circular closed region of each of the plurality of objects 320al and

320a2 of an image 320a displayed on the touch screen 103. The user gesture to set the

circular closed region is not limited to that illustrated on the screen 320. That is, the

user gesture to set the circular closed region may include a squared or triangular user

gesture that includes an object to be selected. The circular closed region may not be

necessarily set to meet a start point and an end point and may include a user gesture in

dicating joining between the start point and the end point. The user gesture may be a

gesture to form a line indicating the object. It is also possible that objects can be sim ul

taneously selected. It is also possible that objects can be selected independently. When

the selection is made independently, a second selection of a second object may be

made within a reference period of time from a first selection of a first object. It is also

possible that objects can be selected from different images displayed on the corre

sponding screen. The processor 110 can recognize the selection of the objects describe

above or hereinafter as the first input. In other words, each object in this example is

selected by performing a circling or surrounding gesture on the touch screen, at least

partly around a portion of the displayed image displaying the object. A stain or mark

on a person's clothing may be selected (object 320al) with one gesture, and a cup or

drink (320a2) may be selected with a second gesture, The device may, for example, be

adapted to select a search term "stain" corresponding to the first selected object, and a

search term "tea or coffee" for the second item. The device may then automatically

perform an internet-based search for items relating to "stain" and "tea or coffee", and

so may present the user with results including tips or advice on how to remove tea or

coffee stains from clothing, Advantageously, the search may thus have been performed

in an intuitive manner, by simply touching on portions of the displayed image corre

sponding to, or related to, the search terms the user may wish to use. No typing of text

has been necessary.

[137] The processor 110 recognizes a second input indicating a search relationship between

the plurality of objects selected based on the image displayed on the touch screen 103

at operation S202.

[138] FIG. 4 illustrates screen examples of inputting a second input in the image based in

formation search method, according to an embodiment of the present invention. In



FIG. 4, the second input is used to set a search relationship between a plurality of

objects selected when searching for information as a same layer relationship.

[139] Referring to FIG. 4, a screen 401 is an example of the second input by a touch based

user gesture to gather the plurality of selected objects such that the gathered objects are

placed in one place. That is, the screen 401 illustrates that a first input (for example, a

long touch) indicating a selection of five objects included in a single image is input,

and then a second input is input to set a search relationship between the selected five

objects as the same layer relationship by dragging a point at which the first input is

input to a point in the displayed image. In other words, the second input may be used

to specify that the plurality of selected objects are to be given the same priority,

weight, rank etc. as each other in the subsequent search. Thus, this dragging together of

a plurality of touch points may, in certain embodiments, be used to indicate a common

importance or ranking of corresponding search terms in the subsequent search. In

certain embodiments, after defining a same level status for a plurality of selected

objects, the subsequent search may be based on an AND relationship of an OR rela

tionship between corresponding search terms according to a predetermined strategy or

setting, or alternatively a user may be prompted to provide a further input indicating

whether AND or OR strategy is required. In alternative embodiments, the dragging

together gesture described above may be used intuitively to indicate that the search is

to be based on an AND relationship between the selected objects, i.e. it is a search for

items corresponding to, or including elements corresponding to, all of the selected

objects. Thus, the dragging together gesture may be used to indicate a same-level rela

tionship and/or a logical relationship to be employed between search terms in the

search.

[140] In this regard, although the second input may be defined to continuously perform the

above-described drag while maintaining a touch status after the first input is input, the

second input may be defined as a touch and drag that touches a point at which the first

input is input and drags the point to the above-described one point. In a case where the

point at which the first input is input is retouched, an error between a previous x and y

coordinate and a current x and y coordinate with respect to the touch point may occur.

However, if the current x and y coordinate is within a display region of the same

object, the above-described error may be disregarded. As seen from the screen 401, a

point on the screen 401 may be defined as a point at which five fingers corresponding

to the five objects may meet together.

[141] Referring to FIG. 4, a screen 402 is an example of the second input by a touch based

user gesture to move the plurality of selected objects to locations other than display

locations of the plurality of objects. That is, the screen 402 shows that the first input in

dicating the selection of five objects included in the single image is input, and then the



search relationship between the five objects selected by inputting the second input for

dragging the point at which the first input is input below the point by a predetermined

length are set as the same layer relationship.

[142] Regarding the screen 402 of FIG. 4, as described with respect to the screen 401,

although the second input may be defined to continuously perform the above-described

drag operation while maintaining a touch status after the first input is input, the second

input may be defined as a touch and drag that involves touching the point at which the

first input is input and dragging the point downward by a predetermined length from

the point. This collective dragging gesture, without dragging together, may again be in

terpreted, in certain embodiments, as indicating that the selected objects are to be given

the same ranking/weight in the search. Additionally, or alternatively, the collective

dragging, without dragging together, may be used to indicate that the search is to

employ an OR strategy, i.e. that the search is for an item corresponding to, or including

an element corresponding to, at least one of the selected objects

[143] Referring to FIG. 4, a screen 403 is an example of the second input by a touch based

user gesture to move a touch point by moving the plurality of selected objects to

locations other than display locations of the plurality of objects, as described with

respect to the screen 402. Regarding the screen 403, the second input is input by

dragging the point, at which the first input is input, upward by a predetermined length

from the point. Again, this collective dragging, without dragging together, may be used

to indicate a same-level relationship and/or that the search is to be based on an OR

combination of search terms.

[144] Referring to FIG. 4, a screen 404 is an example of the second input by a touch based

user gesture to gather selected two objects such that the gathered objects are placed in

a single point. The single point on the screen 404 may be defined as a point at which

fingers that select two objects meet together or as a point in which the objects are

disposed to overlap. The second input may not be an input that the objects are really

disposed to overlap, but the second input may be a user gesture meaning overlap of the

objects. This dragging together gesture may, in certain embodiments, be used to

indicate a same-level ranking of the respective search terms and/or that an AND com

bination of search terms is to be used.

[145] Referring to FIG. 4, a screen 405 is an example of the second input by a touch based

user gesture to move a touch point inward by moving two selected objects from the

point at which the first input is input. An inward moving distance may be set within the

predetermined distance described with reference to the screens 402 and 403.

[146] Referring to FIG. 4, a screen 406 is an example of the second input by a touch based

user gesture to move a touch point outward within a predetermined length by moving

selected two objects from the point at which the first input is input. The gestures il-



lustrated in screens 405 and 406 (simultaneous dragging, but not far enough to bring

the objects together) may, in certain embodiments, be used to specify a same-level re

lationship and/or to specify that an OR combination of keywords (or other search items

or terms) is to be used.

[147] FIG. 4 illustrates the moving of the objects to input the second input and FIG. 5 that

will be explained later may involve moving display locations of a plurality of objects

displayed on an image. However, the above-described moving may not involve actual

moving of display location of objects but may involve moving a touch point on the

image.

[148] FIG. 5 illustrates screen examples of inputting a second input in the image based in

formation search method according to an embodiment of the present general inventive

concept. The second input of FIG. 5 is usable to set a search relationship between a

plurality of objects selected when searching for information as a high-low layer rela

tionship.

[149] A screen 501 of FIG. 5 is an example of the second input by a touch based user

gesture to move four of five selected objects to a display location of one of the five

selected objects. In this case, the one selected object may be dependent from the other

four selected objects. This gesture may thus be used to indicate that the unmoved

object has a different ranking (e.g. higher weight or importance) in the subsequent

search, compared with the other "moved" objects.

[150] A screen 502 of FIG. 5 is an example of the second input by a touch based user

gesture to move from a display location of one of two selected objects to a display

location of the other selected object. In this case, the other selected object may be

dependent from the one selected object. The unmoved object may be allocated a first

priority, and the moved object a second, e.g. lower, priority.

[151] In an operation S203 of FIG. 2, the processor 110 recognizes a first input and a

second input based on an image displayed on the touch screen 103 and searches for in

formation based on the first input and the second input. That is, the processor 110

detects an object selected according to the recognized first input. The selected object is

detected by detecting an outline of the object based on a touch point but is not limited

thereto. If the selected object is detected, the processor 110 determines a search

equation according to a search relationship between a plurality of objects selected

according to the second input.

[152] If the selected objects have a same layer relationship, information including all of the

selected objects may be searched or information including at least one of the selected

objects may be searched. When the selected objects have the same layer relationship, it

may be previously defined whether to search for the information including all of the

selected objects or the information including at least one of the selected objects.



[153] That is, when previously selected objects have the same layer relationship, in a case

where the information including all of the selected objects is defined to be searched

for, the processor 110 searches for the information including all of the selected objects

from at least one of the storage unit 107 and the above-described external device. Thus,

an AND relationship between search terms may be preset or predefined in certain em

bodiments.

[154] When the previously selected objects have the same layer relationship, in a case

where the information including at least one of the selected objects is defined to be

searched, the processor 110 searches for the information including at least one of the

selected objects from at least one of the storage unit 107 and the above-described

external device. Thus, an OR search strategy may be preset or predefined.

[155] When the previously selected objects have the same layer relationship, in a case

where the information including all of the selected objects and the information

including at least one of the selected objects are defined to be selectively searched, the

processor 110 displays information corresponding to an information search item (for

example, an information search item including all of the selected objects or an in

formation search item including at least one of the selected objects) on the touch screen

103 before searching for the information. Thus, in certain embodiments, neither an

AND strategy nor an OR strategy is set; instead the user is prompted for an input to

determine which strategy is to be used. For example, the user may be presented with a

screen requiring a single touch input to select AND or OR.

[156] If the information search item including all of the selected objects is selected based

on the information search item information displayed on the touch screen 103, the

processor 110 searches for the information including all of the selected objects.

However, if the information search item including at least one of the selected objects is

selected based on information corresponding to the information search item displayed

on the touch screen 103, the processor 110 searches for the information including at

least one of the selected objects.

[157] If the search relationship between the selected objects is a high-low layer rela

tionship, the processor 110 determines a search equation according to high-low layer

relationships between the selected objects and searches for the information.

[158] That is, as illustrated in a screen 610 of FIG. 6, if a selected object is a combination,

for example, of a bag 610al and a face 610a2 of an image 610a, and a second input to

move a touch point from the bag 610al to the face 610a2 is recognized, the processor

110 may set a search equation as a "person carrying a bag". Thus, the processor 110

may searche for information regarding "an arbitrary person carrying the same bag as

the bag carried by A" from at least one of the storage unit 107 and at least one external

device.



[159] As illustrated in a screen 620 of FIG. 6, if the selected object are a combination of a

bag 610al and a face 610a2, and a second input to move the touch point from the face

610a2 to the bag 610al is recognized, the processor 110 may set the search equation as

a "bag that A has". Thus, the processor 110 searches for information regarding "all

bags that A has" from at least one of the storage unit 107 and the external device.

[160] As illustrated in a screen 630 of FIG. 6, if a selected object is a combination of a bag

610al, a face 610a2, and clothes 610a3, and a second input to move the touch point

from the clothes 610a3 to the bag 610al and another second input to move the touch

point from the bag 610al to the face 610a2 are recognized, the processor 110 may set

the search equation as a "bag of clothes" and a "person carrying a bag". Thus, the

processor 110 may search for information including "the same clothes and an arbitrary

bag" and information including "an arbitrary person having the same bag" from at least

one of the storage unit 107 and the external device.

[161] As illustrated in a screen 640 of FIG. 6, if the selected object is a combination of a

bag 610al, a face 610a2, and clothes 610a3, and a second input to move the touch

point from the clothes 610a3 to the face 610a2and another second input to move the

touch point from the bag 610al to the face 610a2 are recognized, the processor 110

may set the search equation as a "person wearing clothes" and a "person carrying a

bag". Thus, the processor 110 may search for information including "an arbitrary

person wearing the same clothes" and information including "an arbitrary person

having the same bag" from at least one of the storage unit 107 and the external device.

[162] A screen 650 of FIG. 6 is an example of inputting a second input indicating a search

relationship between a plurality of selected objects as a same layer relationship. When

a condition that the plurality of selected objects have the same layer relationship is set

in the device 100, in a case where a search equation is defined as a logic "AND," the

processor 110 may search for information including both "the same bag" and "person

A" from at least one of the storage unit 107 and the at least one external device.

Depending on the programming of the device, the processor may, in alternative em

bodiments, search for the combination of "bag" and "person A" in such circumstances.

[163] The found information may include at least one of image based information and text

based information. A user may set whether to search for the information from the

storage unit 107, the external device, or both the storage unit 107 and the external

device. The processor 110 may display selectable search range information on the

touch screen 103 in such a way that the user may set the above-described search range.

[164] The processor 110 displays the found information on the touch screen 103 in

operation S204 of FIG. 2. The found information may be displayed to overlap or su

perimpose with a displayed image, or the found information may be displayed on a

separate space from the image in the screen, a separate page or in a pop up window on



the displayed image.

[165] FIGS. 7 through 9 illustrate screen examples of relationships between the above-

described first input, second input, and found information when a search relationship

between a plurality of selected objects is a same layer relationship.

[166] Referring to FIG. 7, a screen 710 is an example of inputting the first input to select

two objects 710al and 710a2 included in a displayed image 710a, a screen 720 is an

example of inputting the second input based on a user gesture of gathering display

locations of the two selected objects 710al and 710a2 to one point after inputting the

first input, and a screen 730 is an example of displaying images 730al, 730a2, 730a3,

and 730a4 including all the selected objects on an independent page.

[167] Referring to FIG. 8, a screen 810 is an example of inputting the first input to select

two objects 810al and 810a2 included in a displayed image 810a, a screen 820 is an

example of inputting the second input based on a user gesture of concurrently moving

display locations of the two selected objects 810al and 810a2 in an upward direction

after inputting the first input, and a screen 830 is an example of displaying images

830al, 830a2, 830a3, 830a4, 830a5, 830a6, and 830a7 including at least one of the

selected objects 810al and 810a2 on an independent page. In this example, the first

input (simultaneous touch) has been to select person A and person B for the search.

The second gesture (simultaneous or collective drag, but not dragging together) has

been used to indicate both that the two people have the same weight in the search, and

that the search results should be displayed on a separate search results screen. In this

example, the OR search strategy had been previously set or programmed, so, after the

first and second inputs have been made by the user, the screen 830 displays a plurality

of images found by the search, each image including at least one of person A and

person B.

[168] Referring to FIG. 9, a screen 910 is an example of inputting the first input to select

two objects 910al and 910a2 included in a displayed image 910a, a screen 820 is an

example of inputting the second input based on a user gesture of concurrently moving

display locations of the two selected objects 910al and 910a2 in a downward direction

after inputting the first input, and a screen 930 is an example of displaying images

930al, 930a2, 930a3, 930a4, 930a5, 930a6, and 930a7 including at least one of the

selected objects 910al and 910a2 on an independent page.

[169] Based on the descriptions provided with reference to FIGS. 7 through 9, according to

an input pattern of a second input indicating that all of the selected objects have a same

layer relationship, at least one image (or information) including all of a plurality of

objects selected or at least one image (or information) including at least one of the

selected objects may be searched.

[170] FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an image based information search method



according to an embodiment of the present general inventive concept. The image based

information search method of FIG. 10 further includes a function of displaying

recognized result information on the touch screen 103 after recognizing a first input

and displaying recognized result information on the touch screen 103 after recognizing

a second input, compared to the image based information search method of FIG. 2.

[171] That is, in operation S1001, the processor 110 recognizes the first input indicating a

selection related to a plurality of objects included in an image displayed on the touch

screen like operation 201 of FIG. 2.

[172] Thus, in operation S1002, the processor 110 displays the result information obtained

by recognizing the first input on the touch screen 103. The result information may be

output in a closed region shape as a region including an outline of the objects detected

according to the first input.

[173] FIGS. 11 through 13 illustrate screen examples of displaying the result information

obtained by recognizing the first input of FIG. 10 on the touch screen 103. That is, in

FIG. 11, result information obtained by recognizing a plurality of objects 11lOal and

1110a2 selected from an image 1110a according to a long touch of the selected objects

1110a 1 and 1110a2 is displayed in squared closed regions 1120bl and 1120b2. The

squared closed regions 1120bl and 1120b2 may be generated by using an outline

detection method after the first input is recognized and displayed on the touch screen

103 as shown in a screen 1120.

[174] In FIG. 12, if squared closed regions 1220b 1 and 1220b2 are generated by detecting

the outline of selected objects 1210al and 1210a2 of an image 1210a, the generated

closed regions 1220b 1 and 1220b2 are cut out, and the cut out regions 1220b 1 and

1220b2 are displayed in a multi screen form. Referring to FIG. 12, a display size of the

cut out regions 1220b 1 and 1220b2 may be the same as an original display size.

However, the two cut out regions 1220M and 1220b2 may be fully displayed by

enlarging the display size or may be partially displayed on a screen 1220 by reducing

the display size. The sizes of the cut out regions 1220b 1 and 1220b2 may be different

from each other according to a search relationship between the selected object.

[175] In operation S1003, the processor 110 recognizes the second input indicating a

search relationship between the plurality of objects like operation S202 of FIG. 2.

Thus, in operation S1004, the processor 110 displays the result information obtained

by recognizing the second input on the touch screen 103.

[176] The result information obtained by recognizing the second input may be displayed on

the touch screen 103 as an arrow indicating a direction of moving the touch point

shown to help understanding in FIGS. 4 through 6 or may be displayed in an image

based multi screen form.

[177] Referring to FIG. 13, objects 1310al and 1310a2 are independently selected from an



image 1310a displayed on the touch screen 103 (screens 1310 and 1320). In the

screens 1310 and 1320, recognition results of the selected objects 1310al and 1310a2

are selected concurrently with displaying of selected patterns (circles) on the touch

screen 103. However, the recognition results of the selected objects 1310al and

1310a2 may not be displayed on the touch screen 103.

[178] In a screen 1330 of FIG. 13, if a second input indicating a search relationship

between the selected objects 1310al and 1310a2 is input, the processor 110 may

display a multi screen 1340a based on images 1340al, 1340a2 cut out from the

selected objects 1310al and 1310a2 as illustrated in a screen 1340. However, the

present general inventive concept is not limited thereto.

[179] In operation S1005, the processor 110 searches for information based on the first

input and the second input like operation S203 of FIG. 2. In operation 1006, the

processor 110 outputs the found information on the touch screen 103 of the device 100

like operation S204 of FIG. 2.

[180] The image based information search method of FIG. 10 may be modified to display

only the result information obtained by recognizing the first input or only the result in

formation obtained by recognizing the second input on the touch screen 103.

[181] FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating an image based information search method

according to another embodiment of the present general inventive concept. The image

based information search method of FIG. 14 further includes a function of displaying

at least one search item determined according to a first input and a second input and

searching for information based on a search item selected from the displayed search

item, compared to the image based information search method of FIG. 2. Thus, op

erations SI401, S1402, S1404, and S1405 of FIG. 14 are performed in the same

manner as operations S201 through S204 of FIG. 2 and thus detailed descriptions

thereof will be omitted here.

[182] In operation 1403, the processor 110 displays search items determined according to a

first input and a second input. For example, in a case where the first input and the

second input are input as shown in the screen 610 of FIG. 6, the processor 110 may

search for information regarding an "arbitrary person having the same bag" by using

the above-described search equation and determine and display classified search items

based on the search equation. For example, the processor 110 may determine region in

formation as a search item based on the above-described search equation. That is, the

processor 110 may determine and display "1. Seoul, 2. Busan, 3. Kwangju, 4. Korea,

and 5. USA" as search items.

[183] FIG. 15 illustrates screen examples to correspond to an operation 1403 of FIG. 14.

That is, in a case where a first input of selecting a plurality of objects 1510al and

1510a2 is input as illustrated in an image 1510a of a screen 1510, and a second input of



setting a search relationship between the selected objects 1520 and 1520b2 as a

same layer relationship is input as illustrated in a screen 1520 (for example, a user

gesture of gathering the selected objects to one point), search item information, for

example, "Function 1, Function 2, Function 3, Function 4, Function 5, Function 6,

Function 7, Function 8," may be determined according to the first input and the second

input and displayed as illustrated in an image 1530a of a screen 1530.

[184] The above-described search item information of FIG. 15 may include, for example, a

search for service information used by two selected persons, a search for photos and

moving images including the two persons, a search for photos and moving images

commonly recommended by the two persons, a search for devices recently used by the

two persons, a search for devices most frequently used by the two persons, a search for

devices commonly recommended by the two persons, etc., but is not limited thereto.

[185] When the search item information is displayed as shown in the screen 1530, if one of

the search item information is selected, the processor 110 may search for information

based on the selected search item information.

[186] The screen 1530 is an example of displaying eight pieces of search item information

as illustrated in a screen 1610 of FIG. 16. However, as illustrated in a screen 1620 and

1630 of FIG. 16, one or more search information, for example, four pieces of search

item information, may be displayed as search items provided according to the first

input and the second input. However, the present general inventive concept is not

limited thereto. The number of provided search item information may be variable or

previously set.

[187] FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating a device 1700 according to an embodiment of

the present general inventive concept. The device 1700 of FIG. 17 may be different

from the device 100 of FIG. 1.

[188] Referring to FIG. 17, the device 1700 includes an information input and output unit

1710, a communication unit 1720, a processor 1730, and a storage unit 1740, but the

present general inventive concept is not limited thereto. That is, the device 1700 may

include more or less elements than the elements of FIG. 17 like the device 100 of FIG.

1 according to a design or user preference.

[189] In a case where the device 1700 includes a number of elements less than a number of

the elements of FIG. 17, the device 1700 may not include the communication unit 1720

or the storage unit 1740. In a case where the device 1700 does not include the commu

nication unit 1720, an information search according to an image based information

search method concerns information stored in the storage unit 1740, and the in

formation stored in the storage unit 1740 is input from the information input and output

unit 1710. In a case where the device 1700 does not include the storage unit 1740, the

device 1700 searches for information from the above-described external device



through the communication unit 1720.

[190] The information input and output unit 1710 receives a user input and outputs output

information of the device 1700. For example, the user input may include the above-

described touch based input, physical button control based input, user gesture based

input, user voice recognition based input, face recognition based input, and remote

controller (not illustrated ) based input, but the present general inventive concept is not

limited thereto.

[191] The information input and output unit 1710 according to an embodiment of the

present invention may receive a first input and a second input, output result in

formation obtained by receiving the first input and the second input, and output in

formation searched for according to the first input and the second input.

[192] The information input and output unit 1710 may include a dial, a slider switch, a

joystick, a clock wheel, a touch pad, a touch screen, a micro phone, a speaker, sensors,

a connector, a display light, a key pad, a display device, a scroll wheel, and a remote

control signal receiving unit based on wireless communication, but the present general

inventive concept is not limited thereto.

[193] The communication unit 1720 may communicate with an external device over a

network. The communication unit 1720 may search for information stored in the

external device and provide a communication service such as a messenger service, a

message service, an e-mail service, a video conference service, and a voice call service

with the external device over the network but is not limited thereto. The commu

nication unit 1720 may be configured to include at least one of the wireless commu

nication unit 108 and the wired communication unit 109.

[194] The processor 1730 executes at least one program for performing the image based in

formation search method according to an embodiment of the present invention stored

in the storage unit 1740. That is, the processor 1730 executes the program, recognizes

receiving of the first input and the second input based on an image displayed on the in

formation input and output unit 1710, searches for information in the storage unit 1740

according to results of the recognition, and outputs the found information to the in

formation input and output unit 1710.

[195] The storage unit 1740 stores the above-described at least one program and at least

one communication application for commutation with the device 1700 but is not

limited thereto. The storage unit 1740 may include at least one storage medium

selected from the group consisting of flash memory, hard disk type memory,

multimedia card micro type memory, card type memory (for example, SD memory,

XD memory, or the like), ROM, EEPROM, PROM, magnetic memory, and an optical

disk.

[196] The processor 1730 may perform operations based on the methods of FIGS. 2, 10,



and 14 like the processor 110 of FIG. 1A.

[197] FIG. 18 is block diagram illustrating a network structure based on the devices 100

and 1700 of FIGS. 1 and 17. The network structure of FIG. 18 includes the devices 100

and 1700, a plurality of external devices 1820 and 1830, and the network 1810.

[198] The plurality of external devices 1820 and 1830 may include at least one of a server

and the devices 100 and 1700. The plurality of external devices 1820 and 1830 of FIG.

18 includes the external devices mentioned in the above-described embodiments. Thus,

when the devices 100 and 1700 search for information, information stored in the

plurality of external devices 1820 and 1830 may be searched for. The network 1810

may be configured as a network that transmits and receives data by using at least one

of the wireless communication unit 108 and the wired communication unit 109 of FIG.

1A.

[199] The plurality of objects mentioned in the above-described image based information

search method may be referred to as multi objects. The above-described image based

information search method may be applied to an image based service providing

method.

[200] FIG. 19 is a flowchart illustrating a service providing method according to an em

bodiment of the present general inventive concept. The service providing method of

FIG. 19 may be performed by the processor 110 of FIG. 1A or the processor 1730 of

FIG. 17. However, in the present embodiment, the service providing method is

performed by the processor 110 for convenience of description.

[201] In operation S1901, the processor 110 recognizes a first input indicating a selection

related to a plurality of objects included in an image displayed on the touch screen 103.

The image displayed on the touch screen 103 may be a still image or a photo re

produced in the device 100 or a temporally still image of a moving image or an input

image obtained by the camera 104. This definition related to the image displayed on

the touch screen 103 may also be applied to the above-described embodiments.

[202] In operation S1902, the processor 110 recognizes a second input indicating a rela

tionship between the selected objects. The relationship between the selected objects

includes the same layer relationship and the high-low layer relationship mentioned in

the above-described embodiments.

[203] In operation S1903, the processor 110 determines at least one service item provided

by using the first input and the second input and displays the service item on the touch

screen 103. The service item may be displayed as illustrated in the screens 1610, 1620,

and 1630 of FIG. 16.

[204] However, the determined service item may not be displayed as illustrated in the

screens 1610, 1620, and 1630 of FIG. 16 and GUI information including clouds (cloud

services) including a single service item may be provided. The service item may be



similar to the service item described with reference to FIG. 15 and may further include

most frequently used application information, recommendation application in

formation, etc. according to an application provided by the device 100 or the external

devices 1820 and 1830 and a selection between the selected objects, but is not limited

thereto.

[205] That is, in a case where the relationship between the selected objects is the same

layer relationship, the service item may include service items that may be provided to

each of the selected objects, and, in a case where the relationship between the selected

objects is the high-low layer relationship, the service item may include service items

that may be provided according to high-low layer relationships between the selected

objects, but is not limited thereto.

[206] In operation S1904, the processor 110 executes a service item selected from the

service item displayed on the touch screen 103.

[207] The image based information search method or the service providing method

according to embodiments of the present invention may also be embodied as computer

readable codes on a computer readable recording medium. The computer readable

medium may be any recording apparatus capable of storing data that is read by a

computer system, e.g., a read-only memory (ROM), a random access memory (RAM),

a compact disc (CD)-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disk, an optical data storage

device, and so on. However, the present general inventive concept is not limited

thereto. The computer readable medium may be distributed among computer systems

that are interconnected through a network, and the present invention may be stored and

implemented as computer readable code in the distributed system.

[208] Although a few embodiments of the present general inventive concept have been

shown and described, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes may

be made in these embodiments without departing from the principles and spirit of the

general inventive concept, the scope of which is defined in the appended claims and

their equivalents.

[209]
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Claims
[Claim 1] An information search method based on an image displayed on a

device, the method comprising:

recognizing a first input indicating a selection related to a plurality of

objects included in the image;

recognizing a second input indicating a search relationship between the

selected plurality of objects; and

searching for information based on the first input and the second input;

and

outputting found information through the device.

[Claim 2] The method of claim 1, wherein the search relationship between the

selected plurality of objects comprises one of a same layer relationship

indicating that a relationship between the plurality of objects have a

same level when searching for the information and a high-low layer re

lationship indicating that the relationship between the plurality of

objects have a high-low level when searching for the information.

[Claim 3] The method of claim 2, wherein, when the search relationship between

the selected plurality of objects is the same layer relationship, the

second input comprises one of a touch based gesture indicating

gathering the selected plurality of objects and a touch based gesture in

dicating moving the selected plurality of objects to at least one location

other than display locations of the selected plurality of objects.

[Claim 4] The method of claim 2, wherein, when the search relationship between

the selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer relationship, the

second input comprises one of a touch based gesture indicating moving

the one or more selected objects excluding one object among the

selected plurality of objects to a display location of the excluded one

object and a touch based gesture indicating moving at least one of the

selected plurality of objects to a display location of one of the selected

plurality of objects.

[Claim 5] The method of claim 2, wherein the searching for the information

comprises:

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is

the same layer relationship, searching for information including all of

the selected plurality of objects; and

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is

the high-low layer relationship, searching for information according to
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the high-low layer relationship between the selected plurality of

objects.

The method of claim 2, wherein the searching for the information

comprises:

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is

the same layer relationship, searching for information regarding at least

one of the selected plurality of objects; and

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is

the high-low layer relationship, searching for information according to

the high-low layer relationship between the selected plurality of

objects.

The method of claim 2, wherein:

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is

the same layer relationship, the searching for the information

comprises:

displaying information used to select one of an information search item

comprising at least one of the selected plurality of objects and an in

formation search item comprising all of the selected plurality of

objects, and

searching for the information according to the information search item

selected based on the displayed information; and

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is

the high-low layer relationship, the searching for the information

comprises:

searching for the information according to the high-low layer rela

tionship between the selected plurality of objects.

The method of claim 1, wherein the searching for the information

comprises:

displaying at least one search item determined according to the first

input and the second input; and

searching for the information based on a search item selected from the

displayed at least one search item.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:

displaying information indicating recognition related to the first input

by the device.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:

displaying information indicating recognition related to the second

input by the device.
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[Claim 11] A device comprising:

a storage unit to store at least one piece of information and at least one

program;

a touch screen to display an image, receiving a first input indicating a

selection related to a plurality of objects included in the image, to

receive a second input indicating a search relationship between the

selected plurality of objects, and to display information searched for

based on the first input and the second input; and

a processor to provide a user interface based on the touch screen, to

recognize the first input and the second input received through the

touch screen, to search for information from the storage unit according

to the first input and the second input, and to output found information

on the touch screen.

[Claim 12] The device of claim 11, wherein the search relationship between the

selected plurality of objects comprises one of a same layer relationship

indicating the plurality of objects have a same level when searching for

the information and a high-low layer relationship indicating the

plurality of objects have a high-low level when searching for the in

formation.

[Claim 13] The device of claim 12, wherein, when the search relationship between

the selected plurality of objects is the same layer relationship, the

second input comprises one of a touch based gesture indicating

gathering the selected plurality of objects and a touch based gesture in

dicating moving the selected plurality of objects to at least one location

other than display locations of the selected plurality of objects.

[Claim 14] The device of claim 12, wherein, when the search relationship between

the selected plurality of objects is the high-low layer relationship, the

second input comprises one of a touch based gesture for moving the

remainder of selected objects excluding one object among the selected

plurality of objects to a display location of the excluded one object and

a touch based gesture for moving at least one of the selected plurality of

objects to a display location of one of the selected plurality of objects.

[Claim 15] The device of claim 12, wherein:

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is

the same layer relationship, the processor displays information used to

select an information search item comprising at least one of the selected

plurality of objects and an information search item comprising all of the

selected plurality of objects, searches for the information according to
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the information search item selected based on the displayed in

formation, and,

when the search relationship between the selected plurality of objects is

the high-low layer relationship, the processor searches for the in

formation according to the high-low layer relationship between the

selected plurality of objects.
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